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Portugal and the Atlantic

Portugal is a country of the sea. At sea, it found its expansion; from the sea, it knew how to acquire much of
its wealth. Today, these facts are no less true than they were 500 years ago. The world has opened up its
doors through the sea but now, beyond economic growth, the sea leads us also in cultural, environmental
and scientific development.
The Portuguese economy is facing a high demanding challenge whose key resides in combining,
in an intelligent and determined manner, a structural effort for the reconstruction of its
international competitiveness, without which the desired and necessary recovery of economic
growth will be impossible.
In a world where emerging economies became an engine for growth, the need is to favour an
effective convergence of an enlarged Europe, only to be conceivable if Portugal integrates the
positive dynamics of globalization, through an approach of differentiation of its human capital,
efficiency of its organizations and attractiveness and planning of its cities and territories.
The sea is one of the privileged spaces of wealth creation and quality of life, whether in terms of
international mobility, making life easier for our companies when gaining access to more
dynamic markets, or to facilitate sustainable and knowledge-based exploration of sea resources,
or to generate a whole range of new activities and jobs that result in effective and balanced
economic growth.
The ocean economy is a smart investment that mobilises energies, resolutions and skills. It can
bring us closer to a growth model able to allow a new affirmation of the region and the country
based on a fresh look of its real opportunities, resources and capabilities.
The maritime tradition is a permanent part of our identity.
Portugal was one of the first European countries to adopt a National strategy for the Oceans and
it has one of the greatest Exclusive Economic Zones, 18 times larger than its land territory, where
most of its area is open and deep ocean, but whose resources are still untapped.
With two relevant archipelagic regions, this is a country projected onto the Atlantic Ocean that
plans to extend its continental shelf to increase its maritime territory up to 23 times the land, so as
to include areas of the seabed never before navigated.
We are the closest EU country to America and one of the closest to Africa.

We are at the crossroads of major routes of trade shipping, an advantage that must be taken as an
opportunity for our ports. We have a treasure in our marine biodiversity, in our hydrothermal
sources at the seabed and in the wealth of our Atlantic estuaries. We have an extensive coastline
battered by winds, waves and currents, sources of endless offshore renewable energy and long
beaches for nautical and cruise tourism.
At a moment where a new framework for the
Atlantic is being outlined, our history imposes
us special rights and duties. And here we are, in
cooperation with the European Commission,
developing a specific strategy within an
Integrated Maritime Policy, reason why we also
welcome its launch in Lisbon.
In the context of the European Maritime Strategy for the Atlantic Area, and under the theme
"Maritime Economics and Science for Sustainable Development in Europe", the Atlantic
Conference in Lisbon, aims to generate a public discussion involving Member States, Regions,
Clusters of entrepreneurs and Science. At this conference, the communication of this maritime
strategy will be presented by the European Commission. The conference also aims to produce
recommendations relating to the future structure of the "Atlantic Forum" network provided in
this strategy.
Beyond generating wealth, the sea, has, for the Portuguese, a very strong character in its identity..
The Atlantic is an ocean of opportunity for Portugal and for the whole Europe, thus let’s know
how to navigate the right course for the benefit of future generations.
More info on the Atlantic Conference here
Ms. Vanda Nunes
Vice-president of the Lisbon and Tagus Valley CCDR
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Atlantic Port Cities meet in Saint Nazaire
Gathering Atlantic Port Cities from Milford Haven to Faro, the CAAC task force on Port Cities
met in Saint Nazaire last November 7. It was hosted by La Carène agglomeration, whose
representatives were Eric Provost, Carene vice-president and Charles Nicol, from the
International Relations department. The meeting analysed the example of Saint Nazaire as a
possible toolkit of urban regeneration, building from the maritime identity of the city. The
success of the Motorway of the Sea Montoir-Gijon also draw the attention of the participants,
who, in the afternoon, exchanged views on the different opportunities offered by renewable
marine energies. Atlantic maritime projects, such as Portonovo, where Cherbourg is a partner
were also analysed. The scientific field was represented by ISEMAR and the private sector by
STX. Port authorities from Milford Haven, Gijon and Nantes Saint Nazaire completed the
stakeholders of the working group. The next meeting will be held in Spring, focusing this time on
waterfronts and heritage. The Task force also decided to issue an “Atlantic Port Cities Charter” at
the next CAAC General Assembly in 2012.
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Gijon Council is the 3000 city signing the Covenant of Mayors
Last September, Gijón City Council became the first
and only Asturian city to join the European
Covenant of Mayors for Sustainable Energy, and
the number 3000 in Europe, a gesture which is an
important step forward in the environmental
activity of the municipality. In this frame, Gijón
will present the Action Plan for Sustainable Energy
in the coming months, one of the commitments
acquired by signing the Covenant of Mayors, the
leading European movement involving local and
regional authorities that voluntarily committed to
using renewable energy sources and to improving
energy efficiency in their territories.
As the unique initiative that mobilizes local and regional stakeholders regarding the fulfillment
of the objectives of the Union, the European institutions have defined it as an exceptional model
of multilevel governance. The Covenant of Mayors was established in 2007 and since then more
than three hundred municipalities have already signed it, many Atlantic cities among them.
Its goal is to reduce CO2 emissions by 2020 at least by 20%, a target set by the European Union to
help stop climate change.

A Coruña lighting the world
The Mayor of A Coruña, Carlos Negreira, has recently met with the President of
the Spanish State Ports Authority, Fernando Gonzalez Laxe, to start preparing
the XVIII Conference of the International Association of Maritime Aids to
Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities (IALA) to be held in A Coruña from 26
to 31 May 2014.
Until 2014, this event will provide for international projection, renown and
awareness. The same year, the symbol of the city, the Roman Tower of Hercules, will feast its
fifth year as a World Heritage Site. The event, which is expected to involve about 600 experts, will
include lectures, debates and exhibitions relating technology to the world of lighthouses and
navigation.
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Urban dimension of macro-regions
New approaches on Cohesion Policy highlight both the role of cities as well as the specific
problems derived from the geography, orography and position of certain territories. Thus, an
exante evaluation of the sector policies will facilitate that the territorial cohesion objectives are
integrated in the corresponding European and national policies with territorial impact. A
possible response to this challenge could come from the current and future development of the
macro-regional strategies which include a strong urban dimension. This strong urban dimension
has been defined and analyzed by CAAC at its General Assembly, and it is now open for
comments and dialogue with interested stakeholders. Please read the document here
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Basque Eurocity: Bayonne, Capital of Bio-diversity
The price "Capital of biodiversity 2011" was awarded to the City of Bayonne in the category of
medium-sized cities. This distinction is the result of a competition organized by Natureparif. It
rewards local governments that engage in the preservation of biodiversity. Under the priority
"Biodiversity and urban planning" special attention has been paid to the policies protecting
natural heritage. The jury particularly appreciated the innovative tools developed by the City to
integrate nature and biodiversity in the urban fabric; as a the new management of green areas,
rehabilitation of wetlands in the plain of Ansot, the environmental awareness of young people
and the creation of Sequa eco district.
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Brest Tonerres : Coming on !
From July 13 to 19, 2012, all lovers of the sea and maritime heritage are eagerly awaited in Brest.
For almost a week, thousands of sailors and hundreds of boats of all sizes will participate in
international maritime festivals "Brest Tonerres (thunders) 2012". An alive World Expo of the sea
and the maritime world. Fairy! From tall Ships to historical replicas, from work units to skiffs,
from canoe to majestic three-masted ship, from the tug to the ship, from the mousse to the old
salt, from the vessel Captain to the professional skipper… All marine and sailors will meet on the
banks of Brest for a great time of sharing, discovery and exchange.
Brest Metropole Oceane, and the Technopole Brest Iroise
also benefit from this great moment of celebration to
mobilize partnerships and institutional networks, science
and technology. This will include the opportunity to
mark the 20th anniversary of the Conference of
Peripheral Port Cities (CVPP), to initiate direct
implementation of Safer Seas 2011, the global network of
maritime territories (China, Vietnam, Argentina, Quebec,
Mexico ...) .Furthermore, the General Assembly of the
French network of science parks RETIS will also be held in Brest.
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Towards a New Way: Santiago de Compostela.
The new corporation of the City of Santiago de Compostela, headed by the M.
Gerardo Conde Roa, intends to foster Santiago’s role as a reference of
European awareness city in the XXI century. Facing 2012, the main objective is
to dynamise international relations and to promote socio-economic progress
of the European continent through projects focusing on two priorities:
Economic activation of rural areas.
Promoting exchanges of youth associations
In the search for greater involvement of European citizens within the EU
internal mechanisms, the city of Santiago is involved as a whole.

........................................
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Motorway of the Sea: more than a year of a successful Gijón-Nantes
On September 8 the Port Authority of Gijón celebrated the first anniversary of the launch of the
Gijón-Nantes Motorway of the Sea. This is an European Union initiative whose ultimate goal is to
promote the integration of road and sea transport modes through sea connections of high
frequency, between European countries. It aims to improve the competitiveness of the companies
while contributing positively to environmental sustainability. Motorways of the Sea are,
therefore, door to door services for goods with a quality level defined by the high frequency of
collection and delivery and by the combination of different modes of transport. Exporters /
importers reduce both the cost of transporting their goods as the time of delivery thereof. As a
complement, the connection between Gijón and Nantes - Saint Nazaire, allows mutual tourism
between the French Bretagne and Asturias by enabling the boarding of personal vehicles. GijónNantes Axis reduces delivery times and enables substantial savings for carriers, thus contributing
to improving the competitiveness of companies move their goods in the market of Central
Europe. A service that is tailored to the needs of Castilla y León, northern Portugal, Galicia and
the Corredor de la Plata.

.......................................................................................................................................................
EUROPEAN PROJECTS: CITIES’ ROLE
EUROPE FOR CITIZENS
This section takes a look at progress made in different projects which
Atlantic cities form part of, jointly financed with the support of the
European Union – EACEA. This communication reflects the views only of
the author and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use
which may be made of the information contained therein

Spanish Ministry of Culture invites Gijon to present TONETA
The Department of European Affairs of Gijón has been invited by
the European Citizenship point of the Ministry of Culture to
participate in a info day held on October 1 in the city and 27
October in Zamora, on the program Europe citizens. Particularly
on 27 Gijon intervened presenting the project: Town Networking
Through the Atlantic (TONETA). The project TONETA, driven by
the Conference of Atlantic Arc Cities (CAAC) and led by Gijon in
the framework of this program, counts on the cooperation of
CAAC cities in the Conference of Atlantic Arc Cities, and also
involves, Cardiff, the Association of Municipalities of the Vale do
Ave (AMAVE-Guinares), and AIRE 198 (Niort, Poitiers, La
Rochelle, Angoulême).
Thanks to this initiative and the twinning of this Asturian city with the French Niort, both
European Affairs and Youth departments of Gijon city gave a more European dimension to the
XXIX edition of the International Youth Meeting of Cabueñes on which the meeting "Youth and
sustainability. Sustainable Planning for a possible world" has been funded by the Europe for
Citizens Programme. In this frame, thirty young Europeans have discussed for three days on the
aspects that can influence the social sustainability of their cities as more inclusive places from an
international and practical perspective.
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ATLANTIC AREA
This section takes a look at progress made in different projects which
Atlantic cities form part of, jointly financed with the support of the
European Union - ERDF and the European Atlantic Area programme.
Investir dans notre futur commun

INNOVATE: Contemporary Creation
As part of INNOVATE project activities, Avilés will host the eight
edition of “Areas for Contemporary Creation” on November 23rd
and 24th. The priority this year is to present equipment and
networks of centers for contemporary art at national and
international levels. The event will also held debates on topics as
the project-program Cultural Factory (former shirt factory in El
Carbayedo) rehearsal rooms for musicians in Gijón, and European
networks like RESARTIS and TRANSEUROPE LES HALLES.
In parallel, different courses of arts and crafts (including avilesina ceramist tradition). INNOVATE
objective is to increase the capacity of the local and regional authorities to promote the economic
change and the development of a knowledge based economy. The project involves 7 partners
representing all countries of the Atlantic area sharing a common challenge: Implementing new
initiatives and ideas to stimulate economic conversion out of their regional endogenous potential.
Please visit: http://www.atlantic-innovate.eu/

........................................

ANATOLE presented to local stakeholders
Different events in partners’ territories have brought ANATOLE results to citizens, councils, civil
society and producers. In Galicia, ADTERRA has exposed ANATOLE goals and output to
diverse civil society organisations in Costa da Morte, Paradanta and other areas. Also, together
with CAAC Secretariat, ADTERRA staff presented the project in the Ist Forum of Sustainable
Development in the Atlantic, at the end of September in Vigo.
In France, for instance, The Chamber of Agriculture of Dordogne,
known for its pilot projects as the brand development of Flavors of
Périgord or the creation of a platform for local supply, hosted on
15 and 16 September an European Seminar about Anatole.
In the Basque Country, IMK has spread the word in Donostialdea,
through the initiative Asteburuan… baserrira!, that invited
citizens to meet rural areas’ day-to-day while tasting local
products and facilitating exchange between producers and
consumers. Please visit: http://www.anatoleproject.eu

.......................................
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Know Cities’ Second Transnational Meeting
On November 30th and December 1st, Donostia-San Sebastian will host the second transnational
meeting of the Know-Cities project, leaded by Fomento de San Sebastián. The meeting will serve
for the presentation of comparative diagnostic studies made in each city so as to conduct a
roundtable with the participation of experts in the modeling of the knowledge economy and the
factors that favor the transformation of innovation in economic growth.
The project's objective is to implement an innovative methodology of modeling through a
coaching-mentoring that encourages urban momentum and facilitates access and transition to the
knowledge economy to medium and small cities of the Atlantic Arc.
An observatory of attraction and a local innovation system are also forecasted as a tool for
positioning cities in a knowledge city model. It should be noted that cities differ greatly in their
endowment of knowledge and their distinct geopolitical context. Furthermore it is difficult to
indicate where knowledge is in each city. Evidence is found in the training centers and research
institutions, but also on people, businesses and institutions. Moreover, the knowledge can be
formal (know-what), but also know-who (networking) and know-how. Meaning difficulties in
building a unique model adapted to each city position. Common work methodology of this
project will grow from an urban coaching-mentoring and a test phase, to the validation and the
transfer to other cities of the Atlantic Arc.

………………………………….

List of member cities and networks
A Coruña

Cork

Las Palmas de Gran Canaria

AIRE 198 (Angoulême La Rochelle,

Donostia - San Sebastián

Lisboa

Niort, Poitiers)

Dos Hermanas

Nantes Métropole

Avilés

Eurocité Basque Bayonne-San
Sebastián (Network of French &

Rennes et Rennes Métropole

Brest Métropole Océane

Spanish cities)

Caen

Faro

Cap l’Orient

Figueira da Foz

Cardiff

Gijón

Angers

Saint-Nazaire
Santander
Santiago de Compostela
Sevilla
Vigo

Cherbourg

Contact:
Tamara Guirao-Espiñeira
Conférence des Villes de l’Arc Atlantique
6, rue Saint-Martin — 35700 RENNES (France)
- Web : http://www.atlanticcities.eu - Blog: http://atlanticcities.blogspot.com/
– E-mail: aacities@gmail.com
PLEASE FOLLOW, INVITE YOUR CONTACTS AND EXCHANGE WITH US AT THESE LINKS:

Facebook § LinkedIn § RegioNetwork § Cities Linked
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